
Your Promotional Item 
Address In Turkey!

TheCey Promotion & Marketing at your service 
regarding accessing  many kind of promotional 

items and marketing options in Turkey.

Take a look at what we choose for you!

Promotion & Marketing



Leather Items

Leather 
Luggage Tags

Leather
Desktop
Items

Car 
License
Cover

A4 Leather Folders Desk Mats

theceyturkey/



Promotional  Room & Car Diffuser
Your room&office will smell very good!

Good smells remind good memories, let your 
brand also make people think positive of your 
brand, raise your brand awareness

Colors and personalization can be 
done as requested.



Promotional Backgammon
Life is real talk and play!

Products Made in Turkey with a production time of  max 
30days. If no printing required some stocks are always in 

house. 

Textile Items

Possible to customise color and logo !



Short  
production  

times.

Best quality 
with best 
prices.

A team 
which 

understands 
you clearly

OUR  
ADVANTAGES

TheCey Promotion & Marketing is established due 
to demand of foreign companies and persons 

which wants to cooperate Turkish manufacturers 
and wants to use the opportunity to make a busi-

ness in Turkey. Also the teams marketing and 
promotional background plays great role to 

support dealers all around the world.

Product lines that are producing 
strong enough in Turkish market !

glass
textile
wood

plastic items

WHO IS THECEY ?

*** We can also provide the best services to 
build a new business and life in Turkey. 



Eco-Friendly Pens
Our Eco-Friendly Seed Pen is more than a 
pen. It’s a unique design that carries any 

seed you choice on cap and ready to plant 
whenever and wherever you want!

Mugs

Stainless steel Mug 
Short delivery!

CMYK paper can be 
printed inside window.

Porcelain 
&Ceramic Mugs

Adres: Tekstilkent Koza Plaza A Blok Kat:1 No:3 Oda No:26

34235 Esenler / İSTANBUL

Tel: +90 212 244 75 15 . E-mail: sales@thecey.com

Alış:
Satış:


